Asus ROG
Gladius 2
Ergonomic
Optical Wired
Gaming
Mouse - Black
Arm yourself and take aim with the ROG Gladius II
optical gaming mouse, the successor to the original
Gladius and the next step in the evolution of the
ultimate gaming mouse. The Gladius II has an
advanced 12000 DPI optical sensor and DPI target
button for maximum sniping accuracy – your enemies
can run, but they can't hide. And with ASUS Aura Sync
lighting technology, you'll outshine the competition. Key
Features Ergonomically Designed for All Grip Types
From the very start, pro gamers have had a hand in
designing the ROG Gladius II. The result is an
extremely comfortable, high-performance mouse that's
perfect for all gamers and any grip styles. Dominate and
Illuminate ROG Gladius II is designed to dominate –
and it looks the part with aggressive aesthetics and
ASUS Aura RGB lighting technology. With six
customizable pre-set light effects and incredible
performance, the Gladius II is primed for battle! Perfect
Synchronization Achieve perfect RGB lighting
synchronization across your ROG Gladius II and other
Aura Sync-enabled products to complete the look of
your battle station. ROG Sync enables quick lighting
synchronization between ROG Claymore and Gladius II,
or Aura Sync with ASUS motherboards and other
components for a system that really shines! Dedicated
DPI Target Button Whether you're camping out in a
sniper nest or hunting down the enemy, the DPI target

button is your best ally. You can switch sensitivity
settings simply by holding down the DPI target button,
which lowers the DPI for more accurate sniping or
raises it for faster scrolling across the screen. Default
DPI settings return as soon as the button is released.
Exclusive Push-Fit Switch Socket Design ROG Gladius
II features an exclusive push-fit socket design that
allows you to easily change switches, so you can vary
click resistance or extend the lifespan of the mouse by
replacing worn or broken switches. Durable 50-MillionClick Switches Mouse buttons and switches – especially
switches on gaming mice – take the most abuse.
Manufactured with high-quality Omron mouse switches
that are rated to at least 50 million clicks, ROG Gladius
II is built to last. Advanced Optical Sensor Every strike
is critical. At the heart of ROG Gladius II is an optical
sensor that provides you with the accuracy and
precision needed to take down the opposition. *image
are for illustration purpose only

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Asus
GLADIUS II AURA
Mouse

Dimensions

Weight (kg)

0.11

Product Height
(cm)

4.5cm

Product Width
(cm)

6.7cm

Product Depth
(cm)

12.6cm
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